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TES – Cosmic Classroom
Cosmic Classroom was a national initiative and partnership between TES, the UK Space
Agency and The European Space Agency.
It provided UK students with the change to link up with UK astronaut Tim Peak for a live
lesson from the International Space Station.

I created the Cosmic Classroom logo, as well as the collateral that was distributed to promote
the campaign, from print ads to twitter images, badges to balloons. Check out the traction on
the hash tag #CosmicClassroom.

TES Institute
TES Institute offers teacher training and development courses for teachers at all levels of
their career.
I took over the brand in its infancy, and lead its development creating an aspirational and
professional style, tone and identity to reflect and attract the TES Institute audience.

I created prospectuses, web elements, stationary and sales collateral for each course within
the TES Institute portfolio maintaining a stylistic consistency and establishing the key brand
values across all the materials.

TES – Black Friday
The infamous Black Friday Sale – the number one pre-Christmas bargain shopping day, where
retailers give huge discounts and make big sales. This brief for TES Resources, TES’s online
teacher resource marketplace, was dropped on me with two days to go, but luckily I thrive
on pressure!

I came up with a couple of different concepts which needed to work as print ads, email
headings, animated MPUs, store banners and collateral that sellers could use to promote their
own items for sale.
Keeping the creative clean and simple, emphasising the necessary discount and giving a clean
CTA worked really well with this campaign.

Attest
Attest are a VC backed startup market research company looking to cause some major
disruption in the sector.
As a startup, a huge part of their current focus is on creating the right platform for
their business.
I was asked to come up with some wireframes to explore how the platform could ask
questions to users without being biased, or putting too much focussing on the first
possible answer.

My solution was to either display all the possible answers at once, or if only one answer could
be shown at a time, to have them randomly assigned different positions, so the answers
would appear in a different order for each user.
The wireframes show the cycle from the first screen which poses the initial question, to the
second stage where the question remains on screen and the possible answers are displayed
with a mini description for each. To the final screen where, once users have selected an answer,
they are able to review the question and answer before confirming their answer selection.
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Nutmeg
Nutmeg is an online investment management company that helps individuals to set up their
own flexible investment portfolio quickly and easily.
They wanted to raise their profile and initially planned to advertise on the Tube.

There were a couple of concepts that had been pulled together within their very loose brand
guidelines. Looking at the artwork in .pdf form can be very different to seeing the real thing,
so I created a couple of mock-ups to show how the ads could look once in place, which were
really valuable in helping the team to visualise and progress their campaign.

Hopster
Hopster is an educational app that provides 2-6 year olds with fun learning games to keep
them active and engaged and also allows them to watch their favourite TV shows in a safe
ad-free environment.
I was asked to create an eye-catching Halloween poster for the company based around the
characters that feature in the app, to encourage potential subscribers to check out their
Halloween games and programming.

AEGPL (Association of European Liquid Petroleum Gas)
Association of European Liquid Petroleum Gas (AEGPL) holds an annual conference that
changes location every year; the 2015 conference was based in Berlin.
They commissioned me to create invites, brochures, signage, event guides, floor plans,
detailed exhibitor lists, registration forms and maps for this event; you name it, they wanted it!
I came up with a concept that was striking and flexible to work with; the blocks could be used
to hold content or image and broke the pages up nicely.

The most enjoyable and interesting thing about this project was that the clients who
commissioned the work were based in China, and the company delivering the job was based
in Paris. This gave me great experience of liaising with two stakeholders in different locations
and time zones. Trying to get detailed feedback sometimes proved tricky, but both parties
were more than happy with the final outcome.

The Faculty of Medical Leadership and Management (FMLM)
The Faculty of Medical Leadership and Management (FMLM) were looking for something a bit
different, but still working within their brand guidelines, with this commission. This document
needed to be eye-catching and to stand out from the crowd as it was going to be a leave
behind after sales meetings.
The FMLM had never used the grey/black as a block background colour before with white out
copy, but this really made their vision stand out. They loved the bold contrasting aesthetic.
The full document can be downloaded from here.

Arsenal Football club
Working with Arsenal Football Club was an interesting experience. Trying to interpret the
briefs was the most challenging part; I had to work hard to establish what they really wanted
and needed. Then developing a concept that fulfilled their requirements was good fun.
As I only worked on a few projects for them, and all of these were last minute jobs, it was
of greater importance than usual to try and visualise what was required straight off, so that I
created something that more than fulfilled expectations without a extended proofing or sign
off process.

BMI Healthcare – Homepage redesign
BMI Healthcare is an independent provider of private healthcare. After much analysis the
digital team at BMI realised that people weren’t spending much time on their homepage or
navigating into the rest of the site from it. They were heading back to their search engine or
a previous website, doing another search and then visiting another page further through the
BMI site.
This led naturally to a redesign of the homepage. As the previous homepage wasn’t effective,
I needed to think carefully about making changes that would make it fit for purpose. I began

with stripping out duplicated information and making the search area more prominent and
user friendly, as this seemed to be what people were struggling with most.
I began with sketches, then followed the UX cycle of wireframing, testing, questioning,
tweaking, tracking then deploying the UI to the wider world.
The redesign was successful, it kept people from bouncing straight back to their previous site,
we could track them through the BMI site and build a greater understanding of what they
were looking for.
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BMI Healthcare – HealthMatters
BMI Healthcare is an independent provider of private healthcare. HealthMatters is their
online magazine which aims to increase traffic and referral rates to their website.
Having worked closely with the digital team on previous projects, including the redesign of
the website homepage, I was approached first when it came to putting the creative for the
magazine together.
I was asked to create the look and feel for the magazine, beginning with sketches, moving
onto the UX cycle with many wireframes and eventually ending up with a fleshed out UI.

In designing the magazine I had to think constantly about what the user was going to want
to see first, how they were going to interact with the content, remain engaged with it and
continue
through to the CTA.
https://www.gliffy.com/go/print/6025584
1/2
As the magazine was to be updated monthly, it was key to make the template simple to
enable the in-house team to make the changes required speedily and efficiently. I incorporated
this into the design brief and put a process in place making life easier for everyone involved.

BMI Healthcare – Annual Report
BMI Healthcare is an independent provider of private healthcare. They commissioned me
to design their Annual Report which was quite a challenge; Annual reports can be long dull
documents based on figures with very little contextualisation. That’s what I wanted to change
with this one.
I introduced case studies and images of patients and staff to break up the information and
to support the facts with real life stories. This helped to emphasise BMI’s interest in their
patients’ journeys after treatment, and in recording the difference that treatment has made to
their overall quality of life.

I also wanted to interpret the numbers in a way that would be more effective and inspiring
than just presenting them in a table. I decided to use graphics and pick out key figures that
would be immediately impactful. Full page images gave the report a magazine look and feel.
We created a number of book proofs to make sure that the print quality was high enough to
meet our expectations. The final report was distributed to BMI’s 62 hospitals throughout the
country.
The issued document can be viewed here.
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Route One Print
Route One Print was set up as a B2B print portal, to run alongside its sister company
InstantPrint, a B2C portal. Whilst working at InstantPrint I was asked to set up Route One
Print, creating and delivering the concept, and then managing and running the channel.
The company has since gone through an identity update, but the backbone of what I created
remains. Our vision was to be open and honest with the customer and most of all, to be
friendly, as friendliness costs nothing while being highly valued.

While I was there the channel was forecast to turn over £1 million in its first year, and beat it.
We developed an ever-increasing customer base; our success was grounded in the fact that
people kept coming back and also referring their friends and colleagues to us.

The Spa – Dolphin Square
While I was working with FT Productions, The Spa came to the company wanting to create a
lot of new material. The venue had gone through a full refurbishment, and they wanted new
collateral to go with their new Moroccan look and feel.
I needed to come up with a concept that set the right tone and could be used across a wide
variety of promotion material. I created a new logo which was foil blocked, and then made
invites for the grand opening which were debossed and foil blocked. Alongside this I produced
popups, stationary, loyalty cards, price guides for treatments and much more, all establishing
the new brand identity.

MediaLite
Mediaite is a news and opinion blog and aggregator for the media industry. This project was
to create a standard look and feel for interactive magazines and the interface they sat within.
I had to do a lot of wireframing, along with gesture control thinking, examining and
demonstrating how the user would interact with the content. In our aim to help the user get
the most out of the publication pinches, stretches, long taps, short taps and swipes were all
being taken into account.
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BBC iTalk
BBC iTalk was an idea created from a D&AD brief, to get users to engage with BBC content more.
If there was a show that created a lot of chatter and discussion, there would be a chat show
off the back of that show. iTalk was to be built into iPlayer and the audience at home would
be able to participate in the chat show. They would submit their questions in audio, video on
a typed message format. This was all before Twitter and hashtags became widely used as a
means of audience participation.

Not only was iPlayer only available on a desktop platform, I thought about pushing the idea to
work on tablet as well, before it was the norm.
I also suggested that the user would be able to sign up to show their interest in certain types
of genres and be given notifications when relevant shows were coming up.

Facet Solution
Facet Solutions was a one person business growth and development consultancy who only
had a name. I was commissioned to created an identity, stationary and marketing material and
also did the UX and UI for the site, Facet Solutions

People Ready Solutions
People Ready Solutions were introduced to me via Facet Solutions. They had been trading for
about 15 years when they got in touch and wanted an identity refresh. Along with establishing
a new look and feel for the brand I designed their new stationary and marketing material.

